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Falling Higher

Ransom Aaron Walters
text by Bonnie Abbott
(b. 1992)

Sophia Ennocenti, alto
Benjamin Viagas, tenor
R. Aaron Walters, piano

Improvisation on a story

Joshua Best, narrator
R. Aaron Walters, piano

Andante Expressivo

Aaron Scoccia, trumpet
Jason Ferguson, trumpet
Robert Oldroyd, horn
Tim Taylor, trombone
Jeffrey Chilton, bass trombone

"When Love Goes"
text by Sara Teasdale

David Klodowski, baritone
R. Aaron Walters, piano

Taxi!

Josh Zimmer, trombone
Ethan Zawisza, trombone
Taylor Eddinger, percussion
Michael Wade, piano

Aaron Walters is from the studio of Dana Wilson.
Special thanks to M&B Productions for filming this recital.